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ABSTRACT: We use single-particle fluorescence resonance
energy transfer (FRET) to show that organizing oligonucleo-
tide probes into patterned two-dimensional arrays on DNA
origami nanopegboards significantly alters the kinetics and
thermodynamics of their hybridization with complementary
targets in solution. By systematically varying the spacing of
probes, we demonstrate that the rate of dissociation of a target
is reduced by an order of magnitude in the densest probe
arrays. The rate of target binding is reduced less dramatically,
but to a greater extent than reported previously for one-
dimensional probe arrays. By additionally varying target
sequence and buffer composition, we provide evidence for two distinct mechanisms for the markedly slowed dissociation:
direct hopping of targets between adjacent sequence-matched probes and nonsequence-specific, salt-bridged, and thus attractive
electrostatic interactions with the DNA origami pegboard. This kinetic behavior varies little between individual copies of a given
array design and will have significant impact on hybridization measurements and overall performance of DNA nanodevices as
well as microarrays.
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In recent years, a number of addressable DNA-origami-based
nanopegboards have been designed to capture and organize

molecular components by site-specific hybridization.1−6 Many
of these devices are dynamic, with hybridization reactions or
conformational changes playing a crucial role in their assembly
and function.1−3,6 In addition, strand displacement reactions
can be used to induce global conformational changes or
topological reconfigurations in DNA origami, making it
possible to rationally control dynamic nanomechanical
processes such as the opening of a lid,7 release of nanoparticle
cargo,8 and reconfiguration of a Möbius strip into two
interlocking rings.9 In the near future, similar devices may be
integrated with DNA computing10 or biological11 circuits for
enhanced control over their timing and operation.12 For such
approaches to be successful, a quantitative understanding of the
kinetics and thermodynamics of DNA hybridization to probes
on DNA origami is critical.
The kinetics and thermodynamics of DNA hybridization

have been extensively characterized in the context of self-
assembled monolayers (SAMs) of single-stranded DNA
(ssDNA), revealing many differences from the corresponding
reactions in bulk solution. For example, it has been reported
that higher densities of ssDNA probes in SAMs slow the
association kinetics of complementary ssDNA targets13 and
enhance thermodynamic selectivity for perfectly matched over

mismatched targets.14 In addition, the yield of probe-target
hybridization was found to be reduced in many ssDNA SAMs
with high densities of probes (>1012 cm−2).15−17 This effect is
mitigated when the DNA is deposited on the surface via
nanografting from an AFM tip, suggesting that disorder within
crowded SAMs may be a more important obstacle to
hybridization than steric hindrance.18 Despite this wealth of
literature on solid-phase DNA hybridization, there have been
only a few studies of hybridization at the surface of DNA
nanostructures.19,20

The organization of oligonucleotide probes into regular
arrays on designed DNA nanopegboards may influence
hybridization kinetics in a variety of ways. First, it is likely
that the electrostatic environment in the vicinity of a DNA
nanostructure differs from that in bulk solution; two- and three-
dimensional DNA origami near neutral pH possess a high
density of negatively charged phosphates, and their folding is
sensitive to metal ion concentration.21 In general, nucleic acids
form both diffuse and site-specific interactions with metal
cations, which screen the negative charge of the phosphate
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backbone and stabilize more compact conformations, including
duplexes.22−24 Second, the organization of probes into dense
arrays may alter hybridization kinetics through steric crowding
or physical interactions between adjacent probe sites, as in the
case of ssDNA SAMs. Finally, owing to their complex
construction, variable assembly yield, and small copy numbers
of components, the functional behavior may vary between
individual copies of DNA nanodevices,25,26 and it is important
to understand their idiosyncrasies at the single-copy level.
Two previous reports found relatively minor differences

between the hybridization behavior in bulk solution and that on
DNA nanostructures.19,20 In one of these studies, the binding of
a 20-nucleotide ssDNA target to the complementary sequence
at the edge of a 6-helix DNA tile was found to be ∼20−30%
slower when the binding site was flanked on two sides by
noncomplementary DNA.20 However, neither of these reports
examined the impact of two-dimensional crowding of probes
on target binding, a configuration commonly encountered on
nanostructures and expected to pose greater steric obstacles to
binding, as well as a greater potential for interactions between
adjacent sites. Furthermore, the influence of the spacing
between probes on hybridization kinetics, including the
dissociation of bound targets, has not been examined
systematically, nor has the reproducibility of kinetic behavior
between individual copies of a DNA nanostructure.
To address these questions, we used fluorescence resonance

energy transfer (FRET) to measure the kinetics of hybrid-
ization on individual surface-immobilized DNA origami arrays
with varying probe densities and compared these to the kinetics
in bulk solution. The DNA arrays were immobilized on a
microscope slide, which permitted time-lapsed observation of
individual arrays and prevented interactions between them.
Upon binding of a target labeled with a FRET donor (Cy3) to
an oligonucleotide probe (P) labeled with a FRET acceptor
(Alexa Fluor 647, or AF647), the excited donor transfers energy

to the acceptor, which fluoresces (Figure 1a,b). The increase in
acceptor signal was detected using total internal reflection
fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy, yielding measurements of
target binding to dozens of individual DNA arrays in parallel
(Figure 1b,c). Furthermore, by adding a chase consisting of
excess unlabeled P in solution, we monitored the kinetics of
target dissociation from an individual probe array through the
loss of FRET (Figure 1d,e). The chase was added at a
concentration of 500 nM, which is at least a 5-fold excess over
the target. Increasing the chase concentration to 5 μM did not
alter the apparent rate constant of target dissociation (rate
constants were within one standard error of the mean, or SEM,
for all targets), suggesting that the chase does not actively
displace the target from P but merely sequesters a free target as
it dissociates. Importantly, although we found AF647 to self-
quench at the highest probe densities, leading to a nonlinearly
increasing fluorescence signal, the increase in FRET instead was
found to depend linearly on probe density within the range of
spacings considered (Supporting Figure S1). This feature
allowed us to use FRET to directly measure and compare
binding and dissociation rate constants at varying probe
densities, without correction factors. Furthermore, the steep
distance dependence of FRET enabled us to perform
corresponding control measurements for probe-target pairs in
free solution. While fluorescent labeling can significantly
perturb the kinetics of hybridization,27,28 we assume that any
contribution from the labels will be similar for all targets and
probe densities since we hold our labeling scheme constant.
We measured kinetics in 1× HBS buffer (50 mM HEPES-

KOH, pH 7.2, 150 mM NaCl) at 20 °C for arrays with spacings
of ∼5−44 nm between nearest-neighbor probes (correspond-
ing to probe densities of ∼4 × 1012 to ∼0.05 × 1012 cm−2,
respectively; Figure 1f, Supporting Figure S2). We used the 8−
17 deoxyribozyme sequence (T7+10, Figure 1a, Supporting
Figure S3) as a target because of its prior use as a leg for DNA

Figure 1. (a) A Cy3-labeled DNA target (T7+10; alternatively T11 or T11O) binds to multiple copies of the AF647-labeled probe (P)
oligonucleotide within an origami-templated array or nanopegboard. (b) Upon addition of 25−100 nM target strand, the binding of the target to the
probe is visualized by FRET on a TIRF microscope. (c) The binding of multiple (4−187) copies of the donor-labeled target leads to a gradual
increase in the acceptor (AF647) signal on a single DNA origami array. (d, e) Upon removal of excess target and addition of unlabeled P as a chase,
bound target dissociates from the origami array without a chance to rebind, resulting in a loss of FRET signal from a single DNA origami array. (f)
Schematics of the four DNA origami arrays used in this study, each bearing multiple copies of P spaced by approximately 5, 11, 22, or 44 nm.
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walkers autonomously moving along probe arrays1,3 (<2.5% of
P is cleaved by T7+10 on the time scale of our measurements
due to the lack of a divalent metal ion cofactor; see Supporting
Figure S4), as well as for its two independent binding arms,
which we reasoned might yield nonstandard kinetic behavior in
dense probe arrays. Measuring the kinetics of T7+10 binding to
P under pseudo-first-order conditions (with T7+10 in excess),
we found that binding is just as rapid on an origami template
with 44 nm probe spacing as in free solution (Figure 2a,
Supporting Figure S5), consistent with previous results for
isolated probes on DNA nanostructures.19,20 As the spacing
between probes is decreased from 44 to 5 nm, however,
binding is slowed approximately 2.5-fold (Figure 2a, Supporting
Figure S5). This effect is more pronounced than reported
previously in one-dimensional arrays of probes on DNA
nanostructures,20 consistent with the notion that a two-
dimensional array provides a more sterically crowded environ-
ment. Nonetheless, the relative increase in A647 fluorescence
(∼5-fold) upon target binding is similar for all probe spacings
(Supporting Figure S6), suggesting that neither steric crowding
nor nonspecific probe−probe interactions reduce the overall
yield of target binding. To determine what contribution
T7+10’s two separate binding arms make to slowing its binding
rate constant, we characterized an additional target, termed
T11, that possesses similar binding kinetics as T7+10 but forms
only a single 11-base pair helix upon binding to P (Figure 2d,
Supporting Figure S3). The slowing of T11 binding occurs only
with probe spacings <11 nm, suggesting that this smaller
oligonucleotide can more successfully hybridize to probes
within a crowded array. However, the relative reduction in the
rate constant of T11 binding in the most crowded array is
similar to that for T7+10. While the slowing of target
association is more pronounced than in one-dimensional
arrays, it depends less steeply on target density than reported
for SAMs of ssDNA probes at similar density regimes.29 In fact,
our finding that the hybridization yield is independent of probe
spacing is consistent with a report that well-ordered, nano-
grafted ssDNA SAMs can yield efficient hybridization even at

high densities18 and further suggests that designed DNA
nanopegboards can perform this same organizational role.
We also examined the extent of variability in binding kinetics

between individual origami tiles. For both T11 and T7+10, the
association reaction approaches deterministic behavior at high
target densities due to the large number of targets binding to
each array, with little variation between individual origami tiles
(Figure 2b,c,e,f). If each origami trajectory is fit individually, the
observed pseudo-first-order rate constants for association to
arrays with 5-nm spacing as an example are 0.46 ± 0.11 min−1

and 0.97 ± 0.24 min−1 for 75 nM T7+10 and T11, respectively
(error bounds are one standard deviation). Furthermore,
kinetic Monte Carlo simulations (Supporting Figure S7)
suggest that most or all of the variation between kinetic
trajectories of individual origami at the different spacings
(Supporting Figure S8) can be attributed to statistical noise
(i.e., variation in the exponentially distributed wait times for a
single reaction to occur) and noise in the measurement.
Accordingly, when the number of probes per array decreases,
the experimental reaction trajectories vary to a greater extent
between arrays. In separate work, we recently showed that the
kinetics of DNA hybridization can vary across the surface of a
single DNA nanopegboard in an idiosyncratic manner depend-
ent on target sequence and probe density, most likely due to
assembly and topological variations.26 The narrow distribution
of rate constants we find here for the denser arrays further
suggests, however, that such variability across an origami tile is
averaged out to yield a kinetic performance that is reproducible
between individual DNA nanostructures, as long as averaging
occurs over a sufficient number of features. This will likely be a
useful property for interfacing with molecular computing
systems,10,30−32 especially if the nanostructures are required
to function as discrete, autonomous components. We suggest
that care should be taken to ensure sufficient copy numbers of
elements and appropriate network architectures to afford
suitably robust behavior.
Compared to the association reaction, the rate constant of

T7+10 dissociation from origami arrays deviates even more

Figure 2. (a) Kinetics of target T7+10 binding to probe on origami with different spacings (5−44 nm) and in free solution (“Soln”). (b,c)
Probability density map (b) and single-origami trajectories (c) of AF647 signal increase upon binding of 75 nM T7+10 to probe on origami spaced
by 5 nm. (d) Kinetics of target T11 binding to probe on origami and in solution. (e,f) Probability density map (e) and single-origami trajectories (f)
of AF647 signal increase upon binding of 75 nM T11 to probe on origami spaced by 5 nm. Error bars are one SEM.
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dramatically from the reaction in free solution, decreasing by
∼3.5-fold and ∼10-fold at probe spacings of 44 and 5 nm,
respectively, with a clear dependence on spacing (Figure 3a−c).
Utilizing the rate constants in Figures 2 and 3, the dissociation
equilibrium constant for T7+10 binding to P derives as Kd =
koff/kon and is ∼4- to 5-times lower (tighter) at the surface of an
origami tile (1.6−2.4 nM) than in free solution (8.2 nM), with
slightly smaller Kd values at the closest probe spacings due to
their considerably decreased koff. In contrast, the rate constant
of T11 dissociation from origami is only about 35% slower than
in solution and shows little or no spacing dependence (Figure
3d−f). Consequently, the resultant Kd values for T11
dissociation from P on an origami array (10.9−14.3 nM) are
similar to the value in free solution (13.0 nM). We conclude
that, while the thermodynamics of T11 binding to P are affected
little in the context of a DNA nanostructure, the dramatically
reduced dissociation rate constant of T7+10 from the
nanostructure results in a net stabilization of binding despite
the concomitant slight slowing of association.
To investigate whether the differences between T7+10 and

T11 result from their different size (32 and 11 nucleotides,
respectively) or their distinct modes of probe binding (two and
one helical domain, respectively), a third target sequence T11O
was designed with the same 11-nucleotide binding sequence as
T11 but the overall length and base composition of T7+10. To
accomplish this, we added a 21-nucleotide 3′-overhang of

random sequence to the T11 design (Figure 3g, Supporting
Figure S3). Like T7+10 on the 44-nm-spaced origami array,
T11O exhibits a rate constant of dissociation from origami-
bound P that is about 3- to 4-fold slower than in solution;
however, like T11, this rate constant does not decrease further
at smaller probe spacings (Figure 3g−i). We interpret these
observations as evidence of at least two mechanisms for the
slowing of oligonucleotide dissociation from origami-templated
probe arrays: (i) a spacing-dependent walking (or hopping)
mechanism observed for T7+10 with its two binding arms but
not the one-arm T11 or T11O; and (ii) a spacing-independent
mechanism by which the longer DNA strands T7+10 and
T11O are retained more strongly than the shorter T11.
Notably, this latter mechanism is not an artifact of surface
immobilization, since the rate constants of T11O dissociation
from origami in solution and on a microscope slide are similar
(Supporting Figure S9).
To further test the proposed spacing-dependent walking

mechanism of T7+10, we measured the rate constant of T7+10
dissociation from origami with 5-nm probe spacing but
prepared with a 1:15 mixture of probe oligonucleotide P and
an inert control oligonucleotide P*. The control oligonucleo-
tide P* binds to probe sites on the origami and will dilute out P
but possesses a scrambled T7+10 binding sequence that is not
complementary to T7+10. The T7+10 strand was observed to
dissociate about 3-fold more rapidly from the mixed P + P*

Figure 3. (a) Kinetics of target T7+10 dissociation from probe on origami with different spacings (5−44 nm) and in free solution (“Soln”). (b,c)
Probability density map (b) and single-origami trajectories (c) of AF647 signal decrease upon dissociation of T7+10 from probe on origami spaced
by 5 nm. (d) Kinetics of target T11 dissociation from probe on origami and in free solution. (e,f) Probability density map (e) and single-origami
trajectories (f) of AF647 signal decrease upon dissociation of T11 from probe on origami spaced by 5 nm. (g) Kinetics of target T11O dissociation
from probe on origami and in free solution. (h,i) Probability density map (h) and single-origami trajectories (i) of AF647 signal decrease upon
dissociation of T11O from probe on origami spaced by 5 nm. Error bars are one SEM.
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array (0.03 min−1) than the original P-only array (0.009 min−1,
Figure 4a), showing that the spacing-dependent slowing of
T7+10 dissociation depends on the proximity of probes
complementary to the target rather than generic oligonucleo-
tides. This finding rules out steric crowding as the cause of
spacing-dependent dissociation kinetics and strongly suggests a
mechanism of walking or hopping for the T7+10 molecule, in
which dissociation from the origami tile is slowed by the ability
of T7+10 molecules to bridge or hop between adjacent probe
molecules by using their two binding arms for bipedal walks
(Figure 4c). This type of bridging has been hypothesized before
as a possible explanation for complex hybridization behavior of
targets having a central mismatch with a probe in DNA
microarrays of similar density as our nanopegboards, which can
slow down the approach to equilibrium or thermodynamically
compensate for the mismatch.29 Consistent with these
observations, our findings suggest that such bridging behavior
reduces thermodynamic selectivity by slowing dissociation of
partially mismatched targets. In contrast, T11 and T11O can
each form only a single helical stem with the probe, and this
helix must melt before either of these targets can form new base
pairing interactions with another probe, precluding any
bridging or walking between substrates.
To further test the second, spacing-independent mechanism

by which dissociation of both T7+10 and T11O from the
origami surface is slowed, we measured the apparent rate
constant of T11O dissociation in the presence of varying

concentrations of NaCl. We hypothesized that the perturbation
of kinetics by an origami tile is based on changes in the
electrostatic environment so that we expected the extent of this
perturbation to depend on ionic strength, as a higher (local)
concentration of cations should more effectively shield the
electrostatic repulsion between negatively charged phosphate
groups in the probe and target DNA strands. We found that the
difference between the rate constants of target dissociation
from probes on origami and in free solution is greatest at low
salt (100−150 mM NaCl), becoming similar or identical at
250−300 mM NaCl (Figure 4b). This observation suggests
that, surprisingly, in low salt conditions the negative charges of
phosphate groups are screened more effectively at the surface of
an origami tile than in free solution. We therefore propose that
the presence of a large DNA tile aids in charge screening by
enriching the immediate environment in positive counterions,
especially at low ionic strength (Figure 4d). The higher local
concentration of cations at the origami surface actively
promotes sandwich-like interactions between the negatively
charged targets and origami surface via an intervening, diffuse
layer of metal cations. Such electrostatic screening or
sandwiching would have a larger influence on longer strands
such as T7+10 and T11O (with more negative charges) than
shorter ones such as T11. We note that this interpretation is
compatible with a prior report in which the dissociation kinetics
of a short 9-nucleotide DNA oligomer were not significantly
perturbed at the surface of an origami tile.19

Figure 4. (a) Decay of AF647 signal upon dissociation of T7+10 from DNA origami with sites spaced by 5 nm bearing only P ( f P = 1, ●) or a 1:15
mixture of P and the control strand P* ( f P = 1/16, ▽). The trajectories are fit with a single-exponential decay function of the form y = Ae−kt + c (red
curves), yielding apparent rate constants of 0.0074 and 0.030 min−1 for f T = 1 and f T = 1/16, respectively. (b) Apparent rate constants of T11O
dissociation from P in free solution (×) or bound to origami with a 22 nm spacing between probes (●) in varying concentrations of NaCl. (c)
Proposed reaction scheme of spacing-dependent T7+10 (green) dissociation from origami-bound probe. When other substrate molecules are within
reach, a T7+10 target may walk between them (in brackets), slowing its overall rate of dissociation from the origami tile. (d) Schematic
representation of spacing-independent slowing of target (green) dissociation from origami-bound probes (black). In free solution and at relatively
low ionic strength (left), electrostatic repulsion between the target and probe is incompletely screened by diffusely bound counterions. In contrast,
the negatively charged origami surface (right) recruits a higher local concentration of cations that more effectively screens the negative charge and
slows target dissociation.
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In summary, we have shown that the patterning of binding
probes on individual DNA origami nanopegboards can have a
significant effect on the apparent kinetics and, by extension,
thermodynamics of target binding to the probes. The
magnitude of these deviations depends on the size and mode
of binding of oligonucleotide targets, the density of probes on
the tile, and ionic conditions. For short DNA strands such as
the 11-mer T11, the presence of a DNA tile has minimal impact
on hybridization kinetics, consistent with the findings of
previous studies.19,20 However, for larger molecules such as
T7+10 and T11O, more complex modes of binding and
electrostatic interactions can have a pronounced effect,
particularly on the dissociation rate constant. As quantitatively
predictable performance becomes more important for DNA
nanodevices, such as those coordinated by molecular
computing circuits, it will be increasingly important to
understand the influences of DNA nanostructures on the
chemical reactions they organize.
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